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Abstract. The rapidly growing field of remote sensing is beginning to supply massive quantities 

of high-resolution imagery of the Earth and other planets. In the earth sciences, parallel 

supercomputers have always played a prominent role in the visualization of this imagery, and in 

other image processing applications designed to enhance and display the obtained information. 

Imageodesy is a technique for detection and measurement of feature shifts between two images 

based on local feature fitting algorithms such as Normalize Cross-Correlation (Crippen, 1992) 

and phase correlation. This technique allows the vast archives of optical imagery, collected by 

satellite systems such as SPOT and Landsat, to be used not only to detect but also to measure the 

subtle terrain displacements associated with earthquakes, glacial motion and volcanic processes, 

all to within sub-resolution accuracy and precision is also a major factor.  
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1. Introduction 
 Earth Surface crust is moving almost every second. Landslides are down slope movements of rock, 

debris or earth under the influence of gravity which may cover a wide range of spatial and temporal 

scales. Most landslides occur at steep slopes, but they can also happen in low relief areas in connection 

with excavations by rivers or construction work. Landslides can be triggered by natural environmental 

changes or by human activities. Earthquakes, volcanic activity, heavy rain falls and changes of ground 

water level are typical natural triggering mechanisms for landslides which amplify the inherent 

weakness in rock or soil. Landslides may result in severe human casualties, property losses and 

environmental degradation. Landslide disasters reveal rising costs to society and economy because of 

significant population increase and development in many of the vulnerable areas.  

These small movements (displacement) that occurs are not possible to be seen with our naked eyes 

since the changes are less than 1 mm. However, these displacements can be seen over durations of 

times. In order, to obtain this information, satellite technologies are the only solution. Since the 

satellites are rotating and observing the earth, this information can be very useful to be predicted and 

planed for future hazard.  

Furthermore, with the accumulation of data over the years of time, data mining and data extraction 

can be used to see the pattern movement based on current technologies. Even though, current available 
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technique unable to detect the movement with high precision, which the technique called 

Interferogram. Using InSar, radar technologies which extract phase changes from two InSar images of 

two different dates. This technique can measured minimum displacement of 100m or bigger shift.  

Other than that, there are also higher resolution imageries that have up to less than 1 m resolution. 

Since these imageries have this feature, better interpretations can be made. Appropriate technique 

should be used to pin point the location and match the location of both images. When the location can 

be accurately located, the displacement can be match and marked. Current available Technique that has 

been proven is Imageodesy, [5] Since the obtained images from these satellites are in pixel based 

manipulation, these enhanced the previous method from 100 m to less than 1m.  

For the purpose of these research and to enhance the detection of this displacement on the land, high 

resolution satellite such as ASTER with 15 m resolution, IKONOS with less than 1 meter or others will 

be used.  

2. Background Study 
Prediction has always been an issue to the geologists and has never been very successful due lack of 

accuracy and also the data to extract the information for observing the trend line of the displacement. 

However, with the availability raster imagery with high resolution and constant observation, the trend 

line can be monitored. For instance, Article Distributed, high-performance earthquake deformation 

analysis and modeling facilitated by Discovery Net [18], has uncover some detection for been 

investigating the relationship between macro and micro-scale earthquake deformational processes has 

successfully developed and tested a geoinformatics infrastructure for linking computationally intensive 

earthquake monitoring and modeling.  

On the other hand, these images can have noise or distortion or even other issue which can cause the 

inaccuracy of the observation. Using Normalized Cross-Correlation these problems can be fixed since 

it only takes appropriate pixel by pixel match template matching. These has be done and proven 

effective to match it accurateness. The result obtain from these has a significant details of information 

that show the displacement shift which resembled to observation made by the Geologist.  

Below are the lists of programs used to develop the software and to analyze the information.  

 Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 (MFC)  

Figure 1: Enhanced Earth Deformation Detection Architecture  
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 ER Mapper Library (SDK) Version 6.0  

 ER Mapper Version 6.2  

In order to understand greater details of the techniques used, it is important to understand the 

structure of the prototype. Next we will describe the architecture of the Prototype, frame works and 

details of method used.  

Figure 1 is the design of the architecture for Earth Deformation detection. The design has 5 modules 

which will be discussed in the next section. Two images which covered the same areas were loaded to 

the program. Once the DN array was available, features were extracted after automated imageodesy 

motion. This module will process and allocate the block DN value for calculation. Each calculation 

made was kept in an array. If the shift is stable or accurate, which in this case the threshold value has 

been set in order to select the highest point of correlation. After that, displacement maps and other 

relevant output were generated for accuracy assessments. If the shift is not stable, inaccurate or out of 

specific range, it would be ignored based on the Threshold value given on the early setting and a 

NULL value was registered in the displacement maps, delta X, delta Y and coefficient that match them 

point in the actual dataset location.  

The most important process in the prototype is to keep the coordinate information efficiently and 

accurately. All of the DN values are keep in the search and target array as declared. The array size 

could be increased if the system has the capability to process more than the allocated size. These values 

are kept in one array, which need another command to retrieve the block of each image. The block in 

used will be kept in temp_search and temp_target for the maximum block size 30 x 30 each. If the 

retrievable position is incorrect, the final analysis will be incorrect as well. Many tests have been made 

to achieve this. One of the tests was to compare the input DN value with the dataset individual block 

by block and check the coordinate position.  

Parts from that, the prototype have been created dynamically to accept different setting for different 

condition as discussed in the next section. All of the processes are encapsulated from the user. This 

includes all of the process such as creating data header and limiting windows search.  

 

Figure 2. Area correlation for image cross 

correlation.  

(Adapted from Schowengerdt 1997) 
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The most important process in the prototype is to keep the coordinate information efficiently and 

accurately. All of the DN values are keep in the search and target array as declared. The array size 

could be increased if the system has the capability to process more than the allocated size. These values 

are kept in one array, which need another command to retrieve the block of each image. The block in 

used will be kept in temp_search and temp_target for the maximum block size 30 x 30 each. If the 

retrievable position is incorrect, the final analysis will be incorrect as well. Many tests have been made 

to achieve this. One of the tests was to compare the input DN value with the dataset individual block 

by block and check the coordinate position.  

Parts from that, the prototype have been created dynamically to accept different setting for different 

condition as discussed in the next section. All of the processes are encapsulated from the user. This 

includes all of the process such as creating data header and limiting windows search. 

 

3. Automated imageodesy method (Basic Algorithm)  
Basically, these method relies upon the fundamental statistical concept of a normal distribution as 

discussed on earlier Imageodesy typically compares thousands of pixels in the “before” image to 

another thousands of pixels in the “after” image in determining each displacement vector and may be 

capable of high accuracy at the high level of spatial precision by repeated local registration between 

various portions of the two images. 

In order to calculate the cross correlation, an N by N “target” chip T (“Before” Image) sometimes 

called a “template” is selected in the reference image and M by M “search” chip S (“after” Image), 

with M greater than N, is selected in the distorted image or change image. The cross-correlation 

between the two areas is calculated by sliding the target chip over the central L by L region of search 

area as in the Figure 2, multiplying the two arrays pixel by pixel, and summing the result.  

For example, 5 x 5 pixel target area (T) of “before” image and 9 x 9 search area of “after” image, 

(S), are shown at the top. Each block in the target window will be shifted and its DN arrays re-

calculated to give its correlation coefficient (Equation 3) over the search and a possible shift location 

(L). After each shift over target, maximum cross-correlation coefficient will be marked which indicates 

the best fit on the search area. The only requirement for target and search areas is that the search area 

must be larger than the target window. Sub pixel precision can achieved by interpolating the L by L 

correlation surface to estimate the point of maximum correlation, which indicates the shift needed to 

register the two chips where L is equivalents 1 over the search area to give the normalized cross-

correlation [31],[30],[22],[8].  

By using equation 1, the cross-correlation prevents false correlation peaks arising from the changes 

in the image DN. Below is the source code (code 1) implemented using the equation above.  

 

4. Displacement map  

The core computation of the whole approach is the ground motion inference for a given image 

pixel. For example, for even relatively small images of 2050 x 2050 pixels, roughly four million 

vectors must be computed, raising the computational demands by four orders of magnitude above 

those required for a coarse-grained vector field. On machines  

of the workstation class or current advanced computer, this calculation for ground motion vectors 

can be calculated in a matter of days.  

A vector is calculated at each node on a grid by the use of (for example) 5 x 5 square of data from 

each image. The “before” and “after” image scenes are best fit matched to the nearest pixel, as 

determined by visual inspection (Manual GCP) . The before image is used still as the mapping base 
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and is held “constant”. For each vector determination, M x M pixels of the before image are compared 

statistically for maximum correlation to a moving template of N x N pixels in the after image.  

Figure 3 is the schematic illustration of the use of sub pixel registration to infer displacement maps 

between image pairs. Shown are the “before” (A) and “after” (C) images and the displacement map 

generated by the Prototypes (B). The  

This step generates a vector field of inferred ground motions from a pair of satellite images. This 

iterative procedure is terminated when sufficient accuracy is obtained. The resulting fault outlines can 

then be registered as important events. Below are the source codes to generate each vector point which 

represent matching point  

 

statistic(m,1,mode);     

Smn=0; 

Tmn=0; 

double sumProduct=0; 

double co_variance=0;     

for  (int ctr=0;ctr<m*m;ctr++) 

{ Tmn=(temp_target[ctr]); 

 Smn=(temp_search[ctr]);    

sumProduct=sumProduct+((Smn-mean_b4)*(Tmn-mean_af)); 

}//for loop ctr 

co_variance=sumProduct;     

 cross_cof[jum].cross_cof  =((co_variance)/(sqrt(variance_b4*variance_a))); 

cross_cof[jum].easting_af =point_col_af; 

cross_cof[jum].northing_af =point_row_af;  

   cross_cof[jum].easting_b4 = point_col_b4; 

   cross_cof[jum].northing_b4 =point_row_b4;    

 double te=cross_cof[jum].cross_cof; 

 te=sqrt(pow(te,2)); 

 

point(,%lf,%lf,-1,-1,-1,0).\n", (EQ.easting_b4+(2*b4cellsizex)),(EQ.northing_b4+(2*b4cellsizey))  

 

and for the shift  
 

poly(,2,[%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf],1,2,0,0,0,0,255,128,128,0).\n", 

(EQ.easting_b4+(2*b4cellsizex)),(EQ.northing_b4+(2*b4cellsizey)), 

(EQ.easting_af+(2*afcellsizex)),(EQ.northing_af+(2*afcellsizey))  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3: Inferring displacement maps between image pairs 

(http://mishkin.jpl.nasa.gov/spacemicro/intro.html) 

 

Code 1 
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-30      -15       0          15       

Figure 4: Histogram Delta X and Delta Y 

Meters   28                  58       128             198           

228     
Figure 5: Coefficient Histogram

 

 
Each of the iterative will generate either point or line if the coefficient value is within the range. If 

the coefficient value is not in the range, vector generation will be ignored. Raw BIL dataset will be 

written, output to a file according to the user saved name and the ERMapper vector Header will be 

created according the dataset automatically.  

In principal, there are many type of corrections that must be accounted. For example, Sun- and 

view-angle differences can introduce spurious differences between scenes. In many remote-sensing 

applications, these effects are extremely important.  

Radiometric differences are also possible as a result of vegetation and growth and other events. 

These are, in fact, often interesting processes in themselves, although they interfere with the specific 

task of measuring fault motion. For the datasets used here, they are not a major factor in any case. 

Yaw, pitch, and roll can also vary during a spacecraft over flight of a selected target, but again, this 

turns out to be a negligible effect for our problem.  

 

5. Delta X and delta Y imagery 

After a point has been matched every iteration using NCC, Delta X (Δx) and Delta Y (Δy) has been 

created to see the actual differences visually. Delta X (Δx) and Delta Y (Δy) are actually a values of 

possible shifted pixels cumulated in a dataset (*.ers). Using these datasets histogram can be used to 

interpret the magnitude and the angle using below equation 4 and 5.  

Δx = x1 –x2    (4)  

Δy = y1 –y2    (5)  

α = tan-1 (Δx/Δy)   (6)  

 

Where subscript 1 is the DN from before “image” and subscript 2 is the DN from “after” image and 

the delta X is calculated using Equation 4 and Equation 5 is used for delta Y. Angle (α) of the shift can 

be calculated by using the equation 6. The process will generate similarly to Figure 4 Graph if no 

threshold have been set.  

If the peak is pointed to 0 that means significantly, that both of images are match to exact 

coordinate. However the two peaks that are pointed to positive or negative show that the shift either the 

shift are move to left or right axis.  

Practically, the histogram will look like in Figure 5. If the coefficient value is set to a range, the 

prototype may not generate shift. If this is the case, generated Histogram will not have the centroid 

peak. If the peak in the range of -1 are more compare to right peak then, this mean they are more 

movement going leftwards for Y axis or going downwards of X axis. This will be the opposite case if 

the peak is more on the right.  
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A part from Delta X (Δx) and Delta Y (Δy), a coefficient histogram is also needed. Literally, the 

coefficient values are between -1 and 1. For the purpose clear visual interpretation has been ranged 

between 28 to 228. Threshold value which the user has specified will make the range in the histogram 

above the threshold value as shown in the Figure 5. If the threshold value is set at 0.70, then histogram 

curves will start at 58 or 198.  

6. Result Founding’s  
While the program calculate the coefficient and match the pixels in both of the image, all this 

information are also being stored in the database in Microsoft SQL Server with a different dates or 

coefficients variable. Examples of data are shown as in Table 1. The current database design is follows. 

The follow database will analyst using Unsupervised K-Mean Clustering.  

 
Figure 6 Database Design in SQL Server 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Table 1 Data comparison after NCC using Excel to Generate 

Easting 

Before 

Northing 

Before 

Easting 

After 

Northing 

After 

  

Value 

Coefficient 

Changes 

 Easting 

Change 

Northing 

297639.006 4042277.203 297594.006 4042322.203 -0.97526 -45 45 

297774.006 4042277.203 297819.006 4042337.203 -0.927716 45 60 

298044.006 4042277.203 298044.006 4042322.203 -0.96821 0 45 

298179.006 4042277.203 298209.006 4042322.203 -0.964162 30 45 

298584.006 4042277.203 298599.006 4042322.203 -0.879086 15 45 

298719.006 4042277.203 298674.006 4042277.203 -0.997689 -45 0 

298989.006 4042277.203 299004.006 4042262.203 -0.960686 15 -15 

299124.006 4042277.203 299109.006 4042292.203 -0.910279 -15 15 

299934.006 4042277.203 299904.006 4042337.203 -0.803248 -30 60 

Figure 7: Displacement Map and the overlay over 

dataset using pseudocolor Examples result for Image 

Change Detections using Imageodesy. 
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The pattern found from this figure 7 has shown that this location has many activities and 

movements based on the Normalize Calculations. Another area was also tested for detecting the pattern 

movement. A threshold was set in order to select or search for highest correlation coefficient value that 

has been specified by the user. Currently a default value of 0.7 has been set. Because the dataset has 

different sun-illumination and different seasons, the variance are too huge in different. Clearly this 

difference can be observed in Figure 8. This might cause the coefficient value being out of range. 

Another threshold has been inserted in the program to remove this problem. By putting this threshold, 

those points will be ignored. These features are shown in Figure 8. The empty areas in the image 

represent ignored points which mean the area has low correlation or out range. 

 

 
 
Figure 8: A generated vector of the displacement (shift) overlay to the RGB Kunlun before Earthquake. 
 

After the process, the prototype will generate delta X, delta Y and coefficient histogram with vector 

displacements for the next analysis. The processes were performed twice with rectified and unrectified 

of the “before” and “after” image at the same area. The vectors are represented by the arrow in red 

(Figure 8 ) which showed the point shift from the “before” coordinate to “after” coordinate.  
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Figure 9: Area D: - sample of an area from the North-West Mountain in Kunlun. (Left- Before 

Earthquake and Right-After Earthquake) 

 

 
Figure 10: Histogram of Coefficient 

 

 The coefficient values which have been calculated will be used to get the matching point and a table is 

created. This table is a sample of the selected coefficient value with the highest matching after the 

process of using “before” and “after” image. Histogram (Figure 10) has been generated to show the 

range used.  

Figure 11 has 2 histogram of delta X cover the same area using a rectified and unrectified image. 

Obviously, the shift (around -45m) on the left of the unrectified image has significantly dropped after 

the rectification. Here, the histogram showed shifts to be more to right in the X axis.  

Delta Y (Figure 12) showed a different direction. The shift are more toward the downwards of Y 

axis. The average of the shift angle is around -45 degree to -53 degree to the south east.  

The angles are calculated by taking the lowest and the highest shifts corresponding to those shifts 

discussed in Figure 14 and Figure 15 using equation 6.  
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Figure 11: Histogram of Delta X in meter using Non-Cumulative Style 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Histogram of Delta Y in meter using Non-Cumulative Style 

 

3. Computational cost  
NCC in computation time has to mask pixels and multiplied them. The sum of product operation has 

the main effect for computational cost and then lengthens the process in the dataset imagery. Below, 

Table 2 shows the comparison time for Normalized Cross-correlation using different M and N.  
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Table 2: Comparing Computational Cost – Ncc (S/ Pixel) 

M N SPEED 

5 9 0.10 

9 15 0.27 

15 30 0.35 

The size of an image with 2050 x 2050 pixels will have 4202500 pixels to be calculated. In order to 

get a medium accuracy with the result block by block precision, M as shown is equal to 9, N is equal to 

15 and L is equal to 9, 

Therefore,  

Computational Cost 

 = [(4202500 / (M *M)) * SPEED] / (60 SEC * 60 MIN *25 HOUR)  

= 1.56 days  

Based on AMD Duron 1 GHz and with 384 MB ram.  

 
 

Figure 13:- Displacement of the area A and the overlay of unrectified dataset. 
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Figure 15:- Delta Y in Green and Delta X in Red 

representing false colour composite and for colour in 

histograms for rectified 

Figure 14:- Delta Y in Green and Delta X in Red representing false colour composite and for colour in histograms for unrectified 
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In order to obtain high precision and accuracy on pixel by pixel basis, the prototype will need up to 

8 days of processing time based on 2050 x 2050 pixels. Due to the limited time, next section, will 

discuss the result based on the medium accuracy with result block by block.  

The areas cover at between 283420E and 4042385N to 314094 E and 4011553 N, near the lake and 

the epicentre of Kunlun China.The process took 30 hours (on a machine using 1 GHz speed CPU with 

a memory of 384 MB) each on unrectified and rectified dataset of “before” and after the Earthquake 

using M = 9 and N= 15 and L= 9. 

The areas cover at between 281098E and 4027517N to 291606 E and 4018226 N, near the alluvial 

fan south of the lake. There are lots of shiftings and changes in the alluvial fan itself as shown in Figure 

15a. 

 
Figure 15a:- Shifting’s and Changes in alluvial fan 

 

 
By estimating the delta X and delta Y using the histogram as shown in Figure 6.11, the maximum 

possible shifts were -30 and 30 respectively. Therefore the possible shift angle is 315 o with 42.42m 

(≈2.8 pixel) magnitude. These shiftings can be seen in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16:- Displacement of the area B and the overlay dataset using pseudocolor. 

 

 

Based on the observation that the trend pattern that has been created. This prototype could be used to 

calculate the average angle and the magnitude automatically and then draw average pattern trend for 

each specific size windows to show a greater accuracy of trend pattern (Figure 17). Because of some 

the areas have moved in many directions and angles, the actual displacements could not be represented 

very accurately. 
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Figure 17: Displacement Pattern 

3. Fault derections  
NCC is very sensitive to shape and edges and because of it’s feature, faults are easily be 

distinguished. One obvious process of great physical interest is the motion of surface faults during the 

course of the earthquake. This detection can be clearly seen from Figure 18. 

Observed analysis (blue vector) made were quite rigid and straight compares to the generated vector 

displacements which follows the pixel by pixel changes. Significantly the detections were much 

accurate. However, the final results still need the geologist to interpret or ground truths for better 

understand of the features changes. 

Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) has been used widely because it can cope with noisy images 

and uniform change in brightness. But when the scene involves partial occlusion of objects or 

saturation(highlight), this sum of multiplication- based correlation techniques sometimes fails to 

capture true position, while it is good to measure some slight change in brightness[22]. For the 

effectiveness use of measuring Sub Pixel level of earthquakes, sun-angle and view angle differences 

between imagery must be avoided. Shadows will not match between scenes due to different sun 
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positions. Likewise, radial distortion of topographic features in images will differ between images 

different view angle. The other major source of geometric noise, results arises from the sensor attitude 

and altitude differences. These techniques provide useful tools for measuring Earthquake. As for now, 

the detectable shift or movement is 15 m or equivalent to 1 pixel. The vectors provide statistically 

significant result that can be modeled to remove geometric noise and thereby obtain precise 

displacement directions over a wide area. Fault breaks in remote location might be located by the 

vector. 

 

 
 

Figure 18:-Fault Detection (In Blue is the observed fault drawn and red arrow is the vector to show 

fault lines.) 

 
From the analysis, most displacements in the area are within 1 pixel. However, due to the mismatch 

of the “before” and “after” Imagery, the final results therefore are spatially biased correlated pattern. 

The measured displacement may not be necessarily the displacement itself, whereby it could be also 

the geometric distortion or mismatch points. The images supposed to be rectified from the beginning in 

order for an accurate matching to be achieved. Unfortunately, images are degraded due to resampling. 

This problem could be solved using image differencing and removed by the correlation procedures by 

image masking [5]. In areas where radiometric change is pervasive such as agricultural fields, 
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subresolution matching of edges in the image can form boundaries which may be possible as an 

alternative procedure. But this procedure could not be implemented yet due to time constraint. Overall 

performance, the method used in this project is considered to be successful in measuring the angle of 

the displacement. This displacement however needs ground truth in order to access and understand the 

change and the movement. A part from that, the prototype could also be improved to extract more 

accurate information automatically. Since in this project, final stages of pattern trends were still done 

manually and the prototype could also use the pixel (DN) resampling to increase the precision. 
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